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Introduction
This consultancy project involved working with EcoGif, designing a sustainable 
online market platform - Oozeco™, and generating a long-term branding strate-
gy for EcoGif as an umbrella brand.

Oozeco™ resulted from a Service Design consultancy project that helped the 
client EcoGif develop a sustainable marketplace focused on food delivery (Ooze-
co™) and redefine a long-term branding strategy for EcoGif as an umbrella brand.

This project combines a focus on the entire production chain with the EcoGif 
team’s original idea creating an environmental engagement unmatched by other 
food delivery platforms. Oozeco™’s experience (both buyers and sellers), should 
inspire more users to engage in sustainable behaviours in their daily lives.

We studied the contextual aspect of existing delivery platforms and packaging 
production chains, conducted in-depth interviews with users (experts, potential 
sellers and buyers), and defined the target user pain points regarding environmen-
tal practice and concerns of the overall delivery experience. We’ve explored social 
and identity-based incentives to motivate behavioural change while ensuring a 
pleasant delivery experience.

Our research involved surveys, interviews, restaurant visits and prototype, 
which subsequently led to our final solution proposal: Oozeco™, a food delivery 
platform of EcoGif, with the aim of helping build a sustainable marketplace and 
create a profitable customer base. With this exercise we’ve compartmentalised 
and narrowed down the scope of this service and created a high level go-to-
market strategy based on a multi-brand approach stemming from Oozeco. 

Like this we the foundation is laid for EcoGif’s future all-brand ecology, 
building a full chain of eco-friendly businesses from online to offline. Thus 
providing an easy and accessible landscape for more people to buy and sell 
responsibly.
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Brief
Initially our client was focused on the UN Sustainable Development Goals as a 
set of principles to guide the “gamification” of an EcoGif trading site – which 
they wanted to optimise the UX. However, as we spoke to the client and got to 
know them better, we’ve adapted the brief to suit the project time-line and the 
client’s objectives. As a result, we wrote a design brief that included not only a 
service offering but also a high level branding strategy. This way, EcoGif could 
continue to develop the project with a service design mindset even after we 
had leave the project.

The main goal was to quickly tap into consumer habits by mediating Fast 
Moving Consumer Goods – in particular Fast food. Ecogif was looking to devel-
op a clear product/process proposition and a frictionless service to on-board 
doer, sellers and buyers. EcoGif’s core team was open to re-align their vision 
and to redesign from the whiteboard to achieve a good user experience. 

As communications and research progressed, the final statement we aimed 
at was: 

“How might we increase the positive impact of sustainable trade addressing 
young people’s demand to buy responsibly while increasing the eco-friendly 
supply of the food market?”

This problem statement was used to narrow down the sustainable field to 
the user community and to provide a specific methodological direction for the 
topic to generate completely new service ideas. The key decisions and findings, 
leading to the brief specified above, will be outlined and described in this re-
port. Subsequent research and findings, and leading to final solutions will also 
be discussed.

Background & Client vision
Environmental issues and sustainable development are becoming increasingly 
important. The decisions we make today will have a huge impact on the future 
of human society. But how could sustainability combine to the other areas? 
The challenge for this project, therefore, was to create business value while 
remaining sustainable.

As the EcoGif as keen on focusing on fast food delivery, we did some back-
ground research which showed that in the fast food sector, the total share 
of business from delivery platforms was growing rapidly, but there was little 
investment related to environmental protection – this will be exposed in detail 
later in this report.

At the same time, since our client had previous experiences/exercises in 
developing games under a sustainable and environmental theme, the assump-
tion was that by incorporating and rewarding the user’s daily “eco-actions” and 
consumption in an “gamified” app we would be able to not only retain users 
but to promote sustainable individual and collective behaviours because the 
“in-app” reward system would be captivating enough. 

Thus, the fast food delivery, students and “gamification” system conducted 
our initial entry point for the problem.
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Key Findings Regarding Market Trends

Fast food and food delivery and markets are growing

Products with sustainability claims are selling more

People are willing to pay more for green alternatives

People are demanding companies to make more specific “eco-
claims”

“Existing estimates suggest that the Food delivery 
market is growing rapidly across Europe, experienc-
ing double-digit growth rates and could be worth 
$25bn by 2023.” (Deloitte, 2019)

“The fast food industry has doubled in growth over 
the past three years and is expected to be worth 
£9.8bn by 2021.” (MCA, 2020)

“73% of consumers say they would definitely or probably 
change their consumption habits to reduce their impact 
on the environment. (...) In markets where the broader 
sustainability claims are now ubiquitous, consumers 

want companies to get more specific.” (Neilsen, 2017)

“Products marketed as sustainable grew 5.6 times fast-
er than those that were not.” (NYU – Stern, 2019)

Ecogif  
& Market

Understanding EcoGif
In order to understand EcoGif aims and position, we focused our primary and 
secondary research in validating EcoGif’s assumptions. This research provided 
several initial insights and helped us understanding EcoGif as a company. As a 
start-up, EcoGif’s team has business experience and had made vast progress in 
this area before working with us.  Also, they have a strong business network as 
well as the determination to succeed.

Analysing Sustainable Markets
As for the sustainable market, we found that EcoGif was right in some of 

their assumptions: Fast food and food delivery markets are growing. It’s also 
very strategically sound to use daily habits  (selling and buying of FMCG) to 
expanded the ecological positive impact of a marketplace.

People, especially the youth are willing to pay more for green alternatives, 
and demand companies to make more specific “eco-claims”. Also, from our 
research, interviews, and tests with the target group we became certain that 
most of them care about the environmental problems caused by food produc-
tion and food waste, but they fail to know how environmentally friendly their 
food is.
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Because our clients had shown a high level of interest in the fast-food delivery 
sector, we did our competitor research with a goal in mind: narrow down this 
service potential opportunities and challenges

Existing 
Business  
Environment

Initial Analysis
Together with our client, to understand the dimension of problem we’ve also 
noted down a vast stakeholder landscape. We’ve then proceeded to generate 
an Business Canvas model draft (Figure 2). We later brought our work to our 
clients to collect feedback and try understand what resources they had that 
could be activated to help solving the problem. Interestingly, they showed us 
a business canvas made in Miro by themselves (Figure 3). We concluded we 
needed to keep on focusing and narrowing down the service area.

Fig. 2: Our team’s Business Canvas

Fig. 1: Stakeholder Map Fig. 3: Ecogif’s Business Canvas
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Researching Youth Sustainable Behaviour

Initially, we studied the client’s ex-
isting website to understand user 
requirements and vision.

The site is complex but we can tell 
that the client’s aim is not just envi-
ronmental protection but sustainabili-
ty in a broader sense, which is hard to 
put in a website without separate it. 

As a pre-development site, the 
website is said to be usable at a gen-
eral level, but the experience is not 
very user-friendly. The most striking 
point is that the on boarding pro-
cess is extremely cumbersome due 
to the amount of content it contains. 
We compared the competitor’s on 
boarding process and calculated the 
clicks, to generate a UX design sug-
gestion and an advice to separate the 
function to several platforms, which 
includes a separate delivery 

Assumption 1
Is embedding a reward system/game essential to change the 

users’ behaviour towards a more sustainable attitude?

First, we have made an ideal model of how the gamification would hold up. 
Based on this, we’ve launched a survey to test the key point of the gamification 
model and collect the insight from users. 

We synthesised an idealised game scenario: the user who wants to order 
some food; browses the EcoGif website; they go through the a game-like sys-
tem which makes them feel interested and wanting more; they might be led to 
a sustainable behaviour and the unlock new content on the system. That could 
hopefully form a closed loop in this system.

Based on our clients interests and process, we’ve tried to validate what we 
understood were their 2 main assumptions.

Extensive  
Research  
& Exploration
 
Existing EcoGif website

Fig. 1: Clients existing webapp

Fig. 2: Click count comparison (similar services)
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Survey Results

Based on the result of the survey, we 
designed two prototyping exercises. 
One based on an existing sustaina-
ble online platform (Ant forest), and 
another using simple request to tick a 
box (a 7-day sustainable challenge). 

We’ve then conducted a survey to test this hypothesis 

Do you think it actually 
increases the amount of 
exercise you do?

Are you still playing 
Pokemon Go or any game 
that forces you to con-
stantly move in real life? No

However, through the survey and the 
prototyping exercises, we found out 
that people’s expectations differ from 
game apps to daily routine apps. For 
the vast majority of the users it made 
no sense to come to a marketplace 
app to play (to register and advance 
their sustainable behaviour, even if 
they know they would get some re-
wards). There are more conclusions to 
take from this exercise but the most 
important is:

People are keen to spend time 
in games and less interest-
ed in playing a game while 
shopping for food. 

Have you played Pokemon 
Go or a similar game that 
forces you to constantly 
move in real life?
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Based on the research, we can confirm that students are more inclined to 
engage with a food mediator service with sustainable concerns, but it is also a 
question of affordability for students. The following two diagrams point out the 
reasons that students present for wasting food and what they did when they 
think would help them reduce waste.

Assumption 2
Are young people more inclined to engage with a food mediator 

service with sustainable concerns?

Studies show young people (in particularly the Gen Z) are concerned about 
Climate change. 

83% of Gen Z agree that governments need to listen more to 
young people on sustainability

How is global youth behaving 
in a sustainable manner?

How are they spreading the 
message about environmental 
issues?

What students think would help them reduce food waste

Reasons students present for wasting food
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We also found out students almost never use delivery service and prefer to 
cook for saving money, some of them even feel guilty while ordering.

Frequency of use food delivery during student

Frequency of cooking during student

Fast food and food delivery and markets are growing

Products with sustainability claims are selling more

People are willing to pay more for green alternatives

People are demanding companies to make more specific “eco-
claims”

Key  
Findings 
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“I am a student and I do care about sustainability but 
I can not afford most of organic products. Organic 
food is way too expensive. The way I usually help is 
by recycling, reducing waste and saving money”

 
We analysed the reasons students present for wasting food but we find 

that they lack structure for maintaining daily life management skills to actively 
reduce waste.

And we find out what students think would help them reduce food waste 
students are asking help from their existing social structures 

It students want to save money, they do not use food delivery frequently, 
they opt for cooking. Given the option between the college canteen and order-
ing, their often prefer ordering, but they end up going to the canteen because 
it’s more practical. The largest Just Eat age demographic is 18-34 year old, 
young families on average order the most. Fast food is scarcely perceived as 
being sustainable (slow food movement is seen as greener)

“I don’t like cooking but ordering food is for special 
occasions”

Other Findings Regarding  
Youth Sustainable Behaviour Food delivery is 

not the first option 
for many students

“I feel guilty when I order food, because it’s so expen-
sive”
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Establishing  
our Clear 
Problem 
Statement 
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How might we increase 
the positive impact of 
sustainable trade ad-

dressing young people’s 
demand to buy responsi-
bly while increasing the 
eco-friendly supply of 

the food market? 

As previously outlined, the brief of 
the project developed and grew from 
many themes to finally settle in ‘Sus-
tainable Food Delivery and Packag-
ing’.  And our initial work and research 
regarding sustainable market”food 
consumption and human behaviour 
, showed that buyers have a growing 
desire to consume in an eco-friendly 
way and truly need a transparent way 
to know where the food comes from. 
Gradually the brief progressed to con-
centrate on online marketplace rather 
than a game.

 
And through the research findings, 
particularly supported by our part-
ner EcoGif team,  suggested that we 
should upgrade the online platform 
to allow the seller more easy to 
promote their product and hunt for 
cooperation opportunities. Also, we 
should support the buyer to track the 
footprint of themselves and the food,  
by presenting tangible date to the 
buyers. An actionable presentation by 
which buyers could truly achieve this 
deeper understanding of the carbon 
footprint of what they are eating, and 
thus develop a habit of reducing the 
carbon footprint of their food. It fol-
lows that the data collected from the 
buyer would allow the seller to adjust 
their product sales strategy and know 
what dimensions help improve their 
brand reputation. Thus, this under-
standing became our key problem 
statement
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As the client’s team is also driving the project from a commercial point of 
view, we met with the client on a weekly basis to exchange information on new 
developments and discuss next steps.

Once they were shown the tools and methods of service design, we were 
pleasantly surprised at how flexible they are in using these tools in their sub-
sequent work, as shown in the commercial canvas below. In addition, they were 
very keen to investigate the extended play of these tools and shared with us 
their new found tools such as the KTN Innovation Canvas.

In this process, we co-designed to address the information gap between us and the 
client. We used Miro and Mural to collaborate, and build the content together. When 
a question becomes precise, one can expect the answers to be in the same direction 
and easy to discuss even if they are not on the same page at the beginning. Especially 
when the client’s long-term goals are ambitious. We still retain a good communication 
relationship after the end of the project and they share the direction of subsequent 
iterations. This is exactly what we were initially looking for in this design consultancy 
project, that we could empower the client rather than run it instead of them.

Inspection of the key aspects of 
our problem statement allowed us to 
produce the following challenges:

 

Increase the understanding and 
knowledge buyer’s have of 
their food and ingredients

Facilitate for the buyer to make 
healthier and greener choic-
es and save their money

Remind the buyer to track their 
carbon footprint by data

Allow a relationship to be 
formed between the seller 
and supplier, which help the 
seller upgrade their supply 
chain

 

Establish the seller as an 
expert within the field of 
sustainable food;supportive 
and trusted as the seller 
explore a new digital busi-
ness journey

Inspire the seller and motivate 
them to create  suitable 
product and brilliant pro-
motion on the platform

Solution Exploration 

Co-designing with the EcoGif Team
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With Dr. Linda Barron
Linda is a founding partner of Materials 
and Design Exchange (MaDE) which has 
RCA and other roots going back to 2005, 
and has been a champion of sustainable 
design throughout the project’s devel-
opment. Linda was a panellist on this 
on this recent podcast which addressed 
design for end of life. We showed her  
the front-end and back-end service 
systems we had simulated on the miro 
and told her about the problems we had 
encountered.

She showed us how to test how the 
platform adapts to different levels of 
customers by dissecting the details of 
the user journey. On the competitor side, 
she used Amazon as an example for us to 
learn how the platform is set up for sell-
ers and buyers, and reminded us to think 
about how to do market segmentation

She also suggested that we use the 

tools of the Business Canvas to reorgan-
ise our relationships with stakeholders, 
such as how sellers make money on the 
platform. The more difficult part is how 
to form a business closure loop.  
For example, Trip Advisor’s mechanism is 
that the more sellers are able to provide 
a good service or spend money on adver-
tising, the more likely they are to be seen 
by travellers; and travellers’ reviews can 
not only govern the quality of service  
provided by sellers, but also get dis-
counts on purchases. 

With Connor Bryant
Connor is a Circular Economy and 
plastic recycling entrepreneur
He told us an interesting fact: when we 
put something in the recycling domes-
tic bin it does not mean it will actually 
be recycled. Some recyclable products 
are hardly ever truly recycled due to 
their low economic value. Like card-
board paper.  However, some plastics, 
have a relatively high recycling rate if 
they are well collected. He said:

Interviews with Experts for Criticism & Advice

The challenge he sees for us is: how package estimate the carbon footprint. In 
terms of research, he suggests we look at the difference between disposable 
and reusable packaging, and recognise the journey from packaging production to 
recycling. In terms of solutions, he suggested that we look at existing examples to 
calculate the carbon footprint. He also reminded us how to make our users’ con-
sumption ‘sustainable’, for example by making it a habit and rewarding them for their 
green behaviour in their lives.

“If you take a virgin PET cup and 100% re-
cycled PET cup, There’s  68% reduction in 
carbon as a result of its manufacture.
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Prototyping  
with students

“I feel good about the APP, especially the “ID card”  
information visualization

“Can you make the badge more professional or funny 
for the seller or the buyer?

“For the buyer, could it link to some health data, like 
calories for instance?

“Do you have any market support? Who will support 
this App?

“Do you know other kinds of platform the youth loves?

“Do you encourage any further step? Like a member-
ship?

“How will you visualize or describe the “Taste”? be-
cause some youth may misunderstand that green 
foods are not so delicious...

We made a simple interactive interface using Figma and shared it 
with them to test. We told one of them (Cindy) the purpose of our 
whole project and wanted her to give us suggestions for changes 
from the food supply chain. However, we didn’t tell the other two 
(Russell & Allen) about the background of our project, just as a way 
to share a new app with friends, to test their real reactions and get 
their suggestions from a buyer’s perspective.

Participants:
Cindy, a student from Food Safety Industry
Russell, a recently graduated game designer
Allen, a journalist who has been working for two years
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With all this said our final solution is constituted by three interde-
pendent aspects. Though they are interdependent, each of these 
aspects in itself serves a unique lens through which Ecogif can 
frame its wider vision.

Oozeco™ – Sustainable Marketplace 
This is the possible most tangible output of this Service design collaboration: 
a prototype of a food delivery app. Oozeco™ is a sustainable marketplace that 
allows buyers to make informed decisions.  
In many ways, Oozeco™ is just like another food ordering service that matches 
the sellers’ and buyers’ needs. But with some key differences.

Final 
Solution 
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Seller side 
The seller would be able to add the Eco-ID card information: from provenance 
details to a special story about his product

Seller
backend

Fig 1: Buyer can show they would like to know more information 

Eco-ID Card 
One of those differences is the Eco-ID card that comes up when a client is 
browsing menu items. Clicking the button immediately provides an overall 
“eco-rating”, and when the buyer holds the click on it, the buyer can see the 
card with detailed information. 

Buyer side 
If the buyer would like more information the “Tell me more” (Figure 1)  button 
would communicate with the seller backend letting the seller know the infor-
mation seems insufficient to a buyer – this would not be a notification, instead 
it would be added to the Seller particular item page the same way he could 
check buyers ratings and sales.
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Packaging & Cutlery options
After adding a chosen item to the cart, the 
client will then be able to opt for different 
packaging options. 

There are also a couple of other features that will help the Buyer make the 
best possible decision. 

Combined filter toggle
Allows the client to search by: 
 – Ratings 
 – Green ratings 
 – Price

The “Savings account” 
works like a fee the Buyer 
pays and is withheld by 
the Seller. The destina-
tion of this fund could 
vary: from national or 
international ecological 
replenishment programs. 
While the replenishment 
partnerships are not es-
tablished, the Buyer can 
decide to donate to other 
urgent causes like Food 
banks for instance.

Savings Account
The receipt will also show the part of the de-
livery fee that is being added to the “Savings 
Account”. 
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Explore section
On the explore section, the client can discover 
for instance that 7 restaurants are using bread 
from Anita’s Bakery or that there’s a new fish-
monger 10 minutes walk distance.

A Branding Strategy

Fig 2: Compartimentalising EcoGif’s areas of interventition using a multi-brand approach

Fig 1: Colour pallete, naming and family of logos sketches

Our branding strategy reflected 
the need to compartmentalise 
EcoGif’s areas of intervention. 
In as way it also allows EcoGif 
to clarify their Go-To-Market 
plan. We have suggested to set 
EcoGif as an umbrella brand and 
developed Oozeco™ as a market-
place for sustainable products. 
At an early stage, both packaging 
and delivery would need to be 
outsourced. Still, as the negoti-
ations and partnerships flourish, 
EcoGif could design service to 
integrate packaging and delivery 
(branded as “Packscape”).

In the long run, other potential 
services could appear, such as 
a “Greencubator”, co-designed 
partnership services, or ambi-
tious sustainable currencies.
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Beside the Oozeco™ prototype, and 
the branding strategy, by the end of 
this process we believe have equipped 
the EcoGif team with a general capac-
ity to think their business proposition 
through the lens of service design. 
They now can further develop their 
vision independently, using a familiar 
set of tools that allow them to negoti-
ate with their stakeholder, ensuring a 
long-term added value when develop-
ing their projects. 

Conclusion
This collaboration with EcoGif was an all-encompassing Service Design 
challenge. The EcoGif team is undoubtedly an experienced and ground-
ed group of skilled professionals and they will not rest until they have 
made a positive impact on a global scale. Although they are a start-up 
they are serious about their goals and are armed with the ambition it 
takes to disrupt the ways markets operate. We are satisfied with the 
final outcome. More than an opportunity to employ Service Design 
tools with (user journeys, blueprints, business model canvas, story-
boards, application prototypes) we were dealt a quixotic vision and had 
to learn how to level everyone’s expectations within the duration of the 
process, including our own expectations. As you will confirm from our 
following personal commentaries, we highly recommend keeping Eco-
Gif as an RCA partner in future years.

A Service Design Framework
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Ziwei Liu
 

This was my first 
attempt at working 
closely with a client 
on a consultancy pro-
ject and not only did 
I learn a lot of design 

skills, but I also gained 
a new appreciation for 

collaboration.
Due to the enthusiasm of the start-

up for the main project, this project was 
somewhat of a break from my work habits 
compared to when an epidemic occurs 
and all the work needs to be done remote-
ly. While we are using service design to 
provide design solutions for our clients, we 
are also experimenting with service design 
to improve the collaborative experience of 
our own team of designers.

As well as being involved in the research 
as usual, I also acted as project manager 
on this project. It was clear to me that our 
ability to successfully manage the client was 
the result of all the team members working 
together. I would like to thank João, Qijing 
and Huizi for their professionalism and 
patience in collaborating remotely, and for 
their emotional support to me. I’m lucky to 
be teammates with you. 

In the early stages of the project, we 
did not progress very smoothly due to the 
broad brief. I tried to digest all the infor-
mation given by the client and struggled 
for a long time with the desktop research 
phase. I really appreciated that my team-
mates not only contributed their excellent 
expertise, but also kept an eye on the 
project and were always willing to share 
their views on progress and output, allow-
ing me to step out of my silo and adjust 
the project schedule and try to optimise 
the existing collaboration. There was also 
always a goodwill and positive attitude to 
get along and try to solve problems when 
projects were not going well, going in the 
wrong direction or under pressure. The 
support and trust in this was invaluable 
and such collaboration was the corner-
stone of this project’s success.

In addition to this, I am very happy to 
have had the opportunity to develop my 
design skills as a designer. During this 

Huizi Zhang

It was my first time to 
engage in a service 
consultant project, 
I learned two things 
from this precious 
experience.

Firstly, my first 
impression of consulting 

work is that consultancy is 
a job that requires social proximity, like the 
relationship between the doctor and pa-
tient. While due to the pandemic, we had 
to deal with all the obstacles online, by 
utilizing various online tools such as Miro, 
Mural, Microsoft series and so on to deep-
er understand a new company in a short 
time. As the old saying goes, nothing is 
impossible to a willing heart, thanks to our 
teammates, our tutor David and EcoGif’s 
team, everyone showed huge patience and 
resilience into this collaboration, we did a 
quite amazing job together. So I want to 
show my respect to everybody.

Secondly, I deeply understand the word 
“compromise”, which I think all the service 
designers should or have already under-
stood. Everyone has a great canvas in their 
hearts, while the reality will teach us what 
it will truly be like and let me understand 
how to converge, take a step back to make 
everyone on the same page, for achieving a 
win-win collaboration which bases on the 
respect of each person’s talent.

João Marrucho 

This project was useful 
to employ and prac-
tice a wide array of 
Service Design tools.
My personal con-
tribution spanned 

across the all aspects 
of the project, but 

admittedly I found it more 
fulfilling to develop ideas (even if flawed), 
and think critically from that position. In 
this sense I really enjoyed going through 
this process with someone like Selwyn 
Lloyd, and Simon Burnett and Neil, who 
were never shy in dropping various press-
ing and interdependent issues on the desk.
      A shout out to my teammates. Even 
though there were language, cultural and 
geographic differences,  we have managed 
to push through. A big thank you to Huizi 
for and Qijing for their contribution in the 
research with their sharp and invaluable 
analysis, for the effort in providing visual 
ways of representing their ideas. 
A special thanks to Ziwei, an astute and 
calm negotiator and an invaluable person 
to have at any service design table. Her 
project management role, and Mandarin and 
English skills were a useful bridge between 
all of us. It was also truly a pleasure and an 
honour to collaborate with Selwyn, Simon & 
Neil. EcoGif’s thought provoking ideas have 
always granted us the necessary space for 
imagining unheard-of solutions and have 
constantly pushed our creativity to the 
limit. This actually might be our biggest 
unresolved fault: because we always felt 
the need to propose a potentially feasible 
business model and viable deployment 
strategy – we had to leave some of the 
risk behind. That was probably for the 
better, as we did found a way to finish the 
project in time. We are also very grateful 
to all the people, students, market traders, 
business owners, experts (Linda, Connor, 
Peter) that helped during our research.

A big thank you to our team tutor David, 
for sharing his experience and supporting us 
– an essential piece to calibrate our engines 
every time we met. A final thank you note 
to all the tutors for the precious feedback, 
from the Interim to the Final Review. 

Qijing Huang

My main job this time 
was user and mar-
ket research, with a 
secondary share of 
output testing and 
expert interviews. 

Firstly, I learnt dur-
ing this solid research 

process the importance of 
search channels and cross-validation of 
sources. A good search channel means the 
authenticity of your sources, which can have 
a big impact on the subsequent judgement, 
and output. And different sources come 
from different positions and perspectives, so 
how you cross-verify whether they contra-
dict or merge can also influence insights 
into key issues. For example, when I find a 
food market report, but it doesn’t represent 
the consumption habits of young people, 
so I need to screen the data from the food 
market report. Secondly, I learn to think very 
differently from different teammates. This is 
part of what I gained a lot from the project 
each time The project manager in our group, 
Ziwei, was able to identify the most urgent 
and important tasks at different stages 
of the process and rationalise everyone’s 
division of labour. And her use of remote 
collaboration tools such as Miro, Google 
Drive, Zoom and WhatsApp was spot on 
and took the guesswork out of collaborating 
across borders.

And João, the content provider for our 
group, really showed me the big picture 
mindset. He was always able to extract 
the best from the suggestions of different 
stakeholders involved to iterate on our 
design output. At the same time, I real-
ly admire his ability to learn quickly and 
produce outputs.

Then there is our visual designer and 
market researcher, huizi, who is able to 
use simple cartoons to present lengthy 
stories, and she is always interested in 
creative ways of presenting them. Also, I 
think she shows great ability in competi-
tive analysis and case studies.

In the end, it was a valuable collabora-
tive learning experience with the partners 
and showed me how fun and difficult it 
can be to start a business.

Personal commentaries
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project, in addition to using online design 
tools such as Miro and mural, I was able 
to gain an initial understanding of how to 
use After effect and Premiere by creat-
ing videos. I also gained new insights into 
storytelling techniques: the content and 
perspective of a project is often complex, 
and how to distil a main takeaway flow of 
information is a question service designers 
always need to think about.

In fact, every project is a learning pro-
cess, not only in terms of skills, but also in 
terms of personal knowledge and perspec-
tive. What I particularly like about service 
design is that it brings new content to all 
stakeholders, including the service design-
ers themselves, through co-design. After 
this project I have become more involved 
in sustainable lifestyles and saving food, 
and I hope to pass this on to more people 
in future projects.

Finally, I would like to thank our tutor 
David for giving us very clear and helpful 
advice during each tutorial without trying 
to manipulate the direction of our project. 
He was also very generous in his willing-
ness to provide extra help outside of tuto-
rials. I really appreciated the respect that 
David showed us not just for the students 
but for people in general. I admire this 
genuine equality and lack of prejudice.
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